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The timing of the October 2011 was indeed unfortunate, immediately preceding CUPE National 
Convention.  That, likely combined with the fact that all union leave had been used up so anyone that 
went would need to take annual, meant that I was the only participant from Carleton.  However, the 
attendance which seemed sparse on Friday evening for the reporting/sharing session was not increased 
on Saturday for workshops.  This is a shame because both workshops were well done and valuable. 
 
Friday Evening Reporting/Sharing 
 
A general request was made to the COUSA Executive that a call come for reports a week or so before 
each meeting.  Many groups did not have reports and few submitted them in time to be posted on the 
COUSA website.  In fact, I wrote ours on the fly and printed them at the hotel (no charge is included 
since I managed to get these printed free of charge).  The Carleton Report is also attached. (PGH note – 
in the oral version of this report, I added the Erika Shaker lecture, the new member package/program 
being developed by the Communications Committee, the $2 parking fee (parking a huge issue at other 
campuses) and the request we have into JCAA for the double-dipping of athletics fees.) 
Some highlights from other universities: 

 Brock is suffering from apathy – had a BBQ – one member came. 

 Waterloo – work at home issues.   

 Waterloo – President is arranging broad campus (including staff groups) in both strategic 
direction and general concerns.   

 Waterloo Staff are not unionized yet they deal with “issues” that look like grievances. (PGH note 
– CUPE has one local – Trades at Waterloo – if they are starting to actively organize they should 
be going after this group). 

 Waterloo list new “hires” – i.e. staff members of their organization in their newsletter. 

 Trent present for the first time.  Group includes both clerical and trades.  Two members of 
trades there because of H&S workshops.  H&S a huge concern at Trent. 

 Laurier – OSSTF and WLUFA (faculty) are currently in negotiations. 

 Laurier – attempt to bring in a third party managed sick leave and short-term disability. 

 Laurier – negotiations – attempt to bring in concessions including a two-tier pension with 
reductions to retiree benefits and a defined contribution model for new hires. 

 Laurier – lots of H&S issues with moving/construction of new buildings. 

 Laurier – University has closed on-campus daycare. 

 Laurier – Social Committee plans off campus social events that are very popular.  Two planned 
over the next couple of months are a US shopping trip and a trip to the Eaton Centre (Laurier).  
The US shopping trip is annual and very popular.  The local pays for the bus and the participants 
pay for the hotel/food. 

 McMaster- Social Committee holds evening seminars – very popular – not all to do with labour 
issues.  In the past few months have included Financial Planning, Interior Design (very popular) 
and the Ontario Childcare Coalition.  Local covers any costs, i.e. renting of community room off 
campus (free parking), cost of presenter.  (PGH notes – they hold this OFF CAMPUS  - I wonder if 
we did this sort of thing but move it around the city – like something in Kanata or Barrhaven or 
Orleans or Saunders Farm next Fall or – these are from my meeting doodles). 



 University of Ottawa – produced bookmarks with the highlights of their collective agreement.   
Very popular. 

 University of Ottawa – lots of grievances. 
 
 
Saturday Workshops 
 
The first session was given by one of the staff at the MOL who wrote Bill 168.  It also included a question 
and answer period.  The PowerPoint presentation is available on the COUSA website. 
 
The second section was a module (I’m all certified) from the workers training centre – the module on 
assessing the risk of workplace violence. 
 
One concern that came to light in the sharing sections of this workshop is that my department (and 
likely many others on campus) does not have a designated safe spot.  As well, the counter can only be 
closed from the outside and because our doors are card access and open from 8:30 to 4:30, there could 
be a delay in locking them in the case of an emergency.  Some campuses have full plans and two 
campuses present have had drills/practices in “student shooter”.  All campuses have full blown lock 
down procedures that are known to all departments. 


